
Appendix K
VERIFICATION OF NUCLIDE DENSITY METHODS 

The cross-sections for interaction between free neutrons and nuclides bound in various materials

are important input data for the estimation of the reference values selected for this study. The issue of

validation is often limited to this issue. It is not sufficient. 

Other input data issues are nuclide density relationships, optimum moderation, other nuclear

constants than cross-sections, geometry models, etc. At the moment, the density relationships and the

optimum moderation determination are considered significant contributors to the uncertainty.

Essential parameters are stoichiometric formula, theoretical density (depends on isotope

distribution), atomic weights, Avogadro’s number, mixture and solution properties, temperature,

pressure, valence numbers, etc.

Without verification of the nuclide density determination methods, the validation of the reference

values is not complete or reliable.

Theoretical densities

The theoretical density of a material is an important concept for determining nuclide densities. A

mixture is assumed to be specified by the volume fractions (actual density divided by the theoretical

density) of each constituent material. Including a void fraction, the sum of the volume fractions is

exactly one. The mixture density is a sum of the products volume fraction times theoretical density for

each constituent. 

There are different types of materials. In this study, two types will be considered: compounds and

solutions. They may be mixed, using the non-dissolved compound and the solution fractional volumes

to determine the mixture. A compound is based on one or more elements, but it is not a mixture of

“free” elements. The same is true for a solution. The compound or solution has chemical, physical and

other properties that separate it from a mixture of “free” elements. 

The theoretical density of an element depends on its isotopic distribution. It is assumed here that

the theoretical atomic number density of an element is constant, whatever the isotopic distribution. This

means that if the theoretical density of one isotope or of one isotopic distribution is known, others can

be calculated if the atomic masses of each isotope is known. This theory is used in evaluations of

criticality properties of all actinide nuclides [95] and in other studies, including the Japanese Handbook

[23], [24]. The CRISTAL method contains a pre-processing code CIGALES that takes the distributions

of uranium and plutonium isotopes into account. 

In this study, the theoretical density variations due to varying isotopic distributions are not

considered important for well-moderated mixtures and solutions. For solid high-density uranium

dioxide in particular but also for plutonium dioxides, the variations are potentially important. This
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covers the reference parameters volume, cylinder diameter and slab thickness for uranium with 100

percent 

235

U by mass and for all plutonium isotopic distributions.

The theoretical density for UO

2

with natural uranium (essentially 

238

U) is 10.96 g/cm

3

. If all the

238

U atoms are replaced with 

235

U atoms, retaining the material structure, the density will be reduced to

10.838 g/cm

3

in direct agreement with information in the Japanese Handbook [23-24]. 

A similar determination of the theoretical densities for the various plutonium isotope distributions

in dioxide form was made. It is based on the theoretical density for plutonium dioxide with 

239

Pu as the

only isotope and on atomic masses for the isotopes. The theoretical density is given as 11.46 g/cm

3

in

SCALE 5. The following table uses the same isotope specifications as in other parts of the report. For

uranium, the enrichment is given in 

235

U mass percent of total uranium. For plutonium, the mass

percentage of each isotope is given in the order of 

239

Pu, 

240

Pu, 

241

Pu and 

242

Pu. Trailing zero values may

be omitted (Pu(100)O

2

is identical to Pu(100/0/0/0)O

2

). 

Table K1.   Theoretical densities of uranium and plutonium dioxides

For this study, involving best-estimates with high accuracy of reference values, the variation for

uranium is most significant, while some of the variations for plutonium are also significant, but less so.

They will be considered when the best-estimate reference values are determined. In safety applications,

a lack of consideration of the variation for uranium is conservative and small. For plutonium, the

variation is insignificant for safety applications. 

IPPE has used a theoretical PuO

2

density of 11.44 g/cm3 in their recent contribution using

XSDRNPM/S with ABBN-93a cross sections. At least for the minimum critical volumes this low value

leads to an underestimation of the minimum critical volume by about 0.004 litres or 0.4%. 

Solutions

Only the two common hydrate solutions covered in this study are considered in this section.

Several contributions from participants (IRSN, GRS, and JAERI) have pointed out the importance of

including the overall determination of nuclide densities in the validation process. 

The influence of uranium and plutonium isotopic distributions on the nuclide densities in solutions

are not expected to be significant. For UNH, the high uranium densities, near crystal density, occur for

low-enrichments of 

235

U. This is where a changed density is expected to be significant. However, the

change is very small if the density laws are based on natural uranium. For PuNH, the maximum

plutonium density is around 700 g Pu/l, for slabs. It is near the solubility limit, but far from the crystal

density. 

The possibility of a significant reference value error due to element density changes caused by a

change in the isotopic distribution was evaluated neither for UNH nor for PuNH. If the code is not

already compensating for this effect, a manual modification of the input is needed. The atomic number

densities of the elements need to be preserved. 
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Other chemical variations of the hydrate solution properties are not considered. In the evaluation

of benchmarks, the valence numbers of uranium and plutonium may be important. There can be several

valence numbers in the same solution element. The number of water molecules tied to the crystal may

also vary. UNH crystals with two or three water molecules each are transported according to

internationally approved package designs. IPPE reports six water molecules for PuNH in the older

contribution. Other contributions assume five (six for UNH). This could be an editorial mistake. 

GRS has shown problems with some UO

2

F

2

-solution density methods. IRSN has also pointed out

that they are aware of such problems. UO

2

F

2

-solution was included in the scope of the study but was

left for a future study.

Table K2.   Theoretical densities of uranium and plutonium nitrate hydrate crystals

The crystal densities are important for safety evaluations and to test the range of applicability of

the density methods. The other extreme covered by the equations is pure water which has a density of

0.9982. This is the total density that should be obtained when the actinide concentration is zero and

there is no acidity (HNO

3

).

Description of density relationships

The methods used for nuclide density determination in various handbooks and code systems are

described next. A table from [37] is very useful to check the information from other reports and

handbooks. The table contains limitations of the applicability of many methods. The limitations are not

quoted for every method below, but in general most methods are determined for use far below the

solubility limit for the actinide in the solution. Temperature limitations are also important. 

The purpose of this compilation is limited to finding biases in the methods used to determine

reference values for this report. Other applications and methods have not been covered.

GRS combination of IRSN isopiestic law with SCALE and MCNP

GRS used SCALE 4 and MCNP4C to test some input densities, obtained by IRSN using the

isopiestic law, to see the influence of nuclide densities variations versus the different cross-section

libraries [32]. One of the reasons for the differences between the GRS results and the EMS results with

the same methods, except that SCALE nuclide densities were used, is that the IRSN results are not quite

optimized. The figures and tables in [43] and [44] show that the optimum H/Pu should be near the

middle between 70 and 100. The optimum determined by EMS using SCALE 4 was obtained at an

H/Pu ratio of 85. The different nuclide density laws in CRISTAL, SCALE 4 and SCALE 5 don’t

explain the differences in the results.

IRSN solution methods before 2001

The calculation methods [39-40] include implementation of the Leroy & Jouan method and what

is referred to as the ARH-600 method for uranium and plutonium respectively. However, the methods

are not based on the ARH-600 equation revised in 1972 but on an early edition (it was present in a

revision from 10-25-68, also in [37]). It is to be noted that the law implemented in the IRSN codes
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mixes the 1968 ARH-600 and the Leroy & Jouan laws. The Leroy & Jouan factor for acidity was used

in the polynomial density equation. The method is referred to here as the “IRSN Pre-Iso” method. IRSN

has demonstrated how incorrect the results using the older method could be. For plutonium, under-

estimations of k

eff

of up to 3.4% were found when calculating 40 ICSBEP Handbook benchmarks with

the Pre-Iso method. 

It is important to note that the “IRSN Pre-Iso” method results were reported by IRSN during 2001-

2003 [40, 60, 89]. The French Standard from 1978 [21] uses an old equation (revised 1/30/69 or earlier)

that is based on section III of the revised ARH-600 handbook. This is the same as the 1972 revised

equation in Section II, except that the revision includes consideration of the plutonium isotopes. 

The two old ARH-600 methods are not consistent with each other. The H/U equation used in the

French Standard de Criticité [21] is better; the density equation used in the French codes before

CRISTAL or as an alternative to the isopiestic law in CRISTAL is not as good. 

The Leroy & Jouan “law”, with M being the molarity in mol/l, is given as 

ρ
tot

= 1 + 32.5x10

-3

M

H+

+ 0.32249 M

U

The Pre-Iso law, with H

+

being the acidity in mol/l, is given as 

ρ
tot

= 1 + 32.5x10

-3

M

H+

+ 0.349016 M

Pu

Another source [37] defines the Pre-Iso equation slightly different, with C

Pu

as the concentration

in g Pu/l. It limits the application to a Pu molarity lower than 2.1 mol/l. Another equation is given for

higher molarities, but it also requires high acidity. The following is the low Pu molarity equation:

ρ
tot

= 1 + 0.031 M

H+

+ 0.00146 C

Pu

.

The uncertainty is quoted as ± 5%. The slight difference to the previous “molarity” equation is in

the acidity (H

+

) factor but since that will be zero for this study, the equations are equivalent. It has later

been confirmed that IRSN indeed changed the 0.031 factor to 0.0325 in their implementation of the old

ARH-600 method.

For low-concentration solutions, less than 100 g/l, the error in k

eff

is not significant. The Leroy-

Jouan method for uranium gives quite good results over the range of concentrations covered by the 

40 ICSBEP benchmarks. A slight overestimation of k

eff

is seen. The big problem is the plutonium and

it covers the concentration range where optimum moderation for critical geometry is obtained.

Of particular interest for this study is a comparison of the isopiestic law and the Pre-Iso law (the

1968 ARH-600 law used previously by IRSN). The minimum critical values for mass and volume were

calculated for 

239

Pu nitrate, zero acidity and water reflection. For mass, the optimum is for a low

concentration, 30 g Pu/l, and the values are 512 g and 515 g 

239

Pu respectively. This is good agreement.

However, for volume, the optimum moderation occurs for much higher and different concentrations,

300 g Pu/l for the isopiestic law and 200 g Pu/l for the Pre-Iso law. The minimum critical volumes are

7.55 litres and 8.5 litres respectively. The difference is 11.2% and indicates a non-conservative value

for the Pre-Iso law. 

The minimum critical volumes with the plutonium isotope distribution 71/17/11/1 were calculated

as 15.6 litres using the isopiestic law and 16.70 litres using the old Pre-Iso law.
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IRSN implementation of the extended isopiestic law for solutions in CRISTAL

IRSN has made significant efforts to obtain reliable, accurate and safe nuclide densities in

solutions. Several reports [39-42] with important information have contributed to the results of this

study, including translations from French to English.

The IRSN “isopiestic law” for solutions, and the associated implementation in the CRISTAL code

system, has been verified by IRSN for many systems. Important changes compared with results based

on previous methods have been reported for some systems. A recent improvement allows for automatic

mixing of the isopiestic law for solutions with the volumetric method (traditional method for mixtures)

for densities above saturation.

The implementation of the isopiestic law in CRISTAL gives solubility limits of 610 g U/l and 

750 g Pu/l. The limits for the “isopiestic domain” are 885 g U/l and 917 g Pu/l. The “volume mixed”

or “biphasic” extensions are limited to 1330 g U/l and to 1201 g Pu/l, which are the theoretical crystal

densities of the chemical composition. 

The isopiestic law is a combination of polynomial fits (or interpolations) of experimental data.

Preliminary curve-fitting equations are given in [39-40]. For uranyl nitrate solution, the solution

density ρ
sol

in g/cm

3

is calculated as a function of the actinide element molarity M

U

(mol/l). The H/X

atomic ratios and the actinide concentrations can easily be calculated from the total densities.

The following equations give close but not identical results to those reported in [39-40]. The

differences are caused by rounded coefficients in the equations below. It is important to note that they

only cover the isopiestic range, not all the way to crystal form. The extended method is what appears

to be a simple combination of these equations with a volume fraction based mixing. It is not so simple

because the solubility limit needs to be established first.

ρ
Usol 

=  0.997 + 0.322*M

U

- 0.000692*(M

U

)

2

+ 0.000706*(M

U

)

3

- 0.00148*(M

U

) 

4

+

0.000490*(M

U

)

5

- 0.0000634* (M

U

)

6

ρ
Pusol

= 0.997 + 0.398*M

Pu

+ 0.01222*(M

Pu

)

2

- 0.0134*(M

Pu

)

3

+ 0.00481*(M

Pu

) 

4

-

0.00091*(M

Pu

)

5

+ 0.0000700* (M

Pu

)

6

IRSN has validated [39-40] the isopiestic law by calculating 40 ICSBEP benchmarks, using the

experimental information on the chemical properties rather than the benchmark nuclide densities. Good

agreement between the nuclide densities obtained with the isopiestic law and the benchmark densities

were reported. This means an average of +36.4 pcm for uranium and an average of -337 pcm for

plutonium. The latter is much better than the previous Pre-Iso method.

The idea of verifying the nuclide density calculations by comparisons with the ICSBEP Handbook

information is worth borrowing for a continuation of this study. The benchmarks used by IRSN were

PU-SOL-THERM-001 (6 configurations), LEU-SOL-THERM-004 (7 configurations), LEU-SOL-

THERM-016 (7 configurations), HEU-SOL-THERM-001 (10 configurations) and MIX-SOL-

THERM-003 (10 configurations).  
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Japanese Handbooks and associated nuclide densities for solutions

For UNH, the nuclide densities are determined according to the Moeken’s equation. For PuNH,

Maimoni’s equation is used. Both are found on page 52 of [24]. Temperature dependence is considered.

A Sakurai method is also quoted and referred to in the Expert Group documents.

Moeken’s equation for UNH is given in two parts, one for the temperature 25°C and one for

temperature adjustments. The equation for 25°C and zero acidity follows:

ρ
tot25

= 1.0171 + 0.0012944*C

U

.

Maimoni’s equation for PuNH also has a correction for temperature variations. The equation for

25°C and zero acidity follows:

ρ
tot25

= 0.99708 + 0.00165625*C

Pu

- 3.418*10

-8

*C

Pu

2

Sakurai’s equation can be used for UNH, PuNH or a combination of these solutions. Important

restrictions are that the uranium concentration is limited to less than 530 g/l and the plutonium

concentration to less than 480 g/l (the mixed solution is limited to 350 g U+Pu/l). The Sakurai equation

is similar to Maimoni’s equation in that it includes correction for temperature variations from 25°C and

that higher order corrections are included. The equation for 25°C and zero acidity follows:

ρ
tot25

= 0.99833 + 0.0016903*C

Pu

+ 0.001476*C

U

- 8.696*10

-8

*C

Pu2

- 1.0187*10

-7

*C

Pu2

JAERI has presented preliminary results [48] from the Data Collection 2 related to the Japanese

Handbook. It was found that the Moeken equation overestimated mass and volume reference values by

more than 10% for UNH with uranium containing 3 and 4% 

235

U by mass of uranium. The new Data

Collection 2 will use another method.

IRSN [39]-[40] compared their new isopiestic law with the Japanese Sakurai and Maimoni laws.

The application was the PU-SOL-THERM benchmarks from the ICSBEP Handbook. Both the

Japanese laws are quoted in [39-40]. The conclusions are that the isopiestic law underestimates k

eff 

by

less than 500 pcm while the two other methods underestimate k

eff

as much as 1400 pcm. 

MONK and associated nuclide densities for solutions

The nuclide densities are determined using the code CMC. This program assumes a mixture of

hydrate crystals and water. The maximum permissible uranium concentration is given in some report

as 1257 g/l, which seems a bit low (results for higher densities are reported). The corresponding

maximum for plutonium is given as 1437 g/l, which is very high, in the same reports. However, in the

latest contribution from 2003 [56], Serco gives a maximum plutonium concentration of 1.20 kg/l which

is in agreement with other estimations at crystal density. The low uranium crystal density 1.257 kg U/l

was not modified, though. It is not consistent with the total crystal density. With M standing for HNO3

molarity (mol/l) and C for actinide concentration in kg/l, the following relationships were used. 

ρ
UNH

= 0.998+0.03217*M + 1.33*C

U

. 

ρ
PuNH

= 0.998+0.03217*M + (1.72-0.0376*M)*C

Pu

. 
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SCALE 4 method for nuclide densities in solutions 

The built-in determination of nuclide densities in UNH and PuNH solutions are based on the

empirical equations in ARH-600 [14]. The user is warned when the fissionable element (U or Pu)

density is above the estimated saturation point. The code stops with an error message if the ratio of

actinide atoms to hydrogen atoms is higher than what corresponds to crystal density. SCALE 4 was

used by NUPEC for a few calculations, by ORNL and by EMS in the first contribution. ORNL reports

some value with a slightly higher density (1300 rather than 1296 g U/l) than what was given as the

crystal density. This is explained in the ORNL contribution report [52]. 

The ORNL report [52] gives the hydrate density equations in the following form, where A

NU

is the

uranium isotopic mass (grams/mole) and ΔT is the temperature difference from 22.5ºC:

ρ
UNH

= (1.0012 + 317.7*C

U

/A

NU

+ 0.03096*M

HNO3

) * (1-5x10

-4ΔT) + 1.45*10

-4ΔT

ρ
PuNH

= 0.998*ρ
Pu

/A

NPu

(1.72-0.0376*M)*(1–0.3619*ρ
Pu

.-0.0246*M

HNO3

) + ρ
Pu(NO3)4

+ρ
HNO3

These equations appear to be identical to those in ARH-600. The ΔT in the Handbook refers to

25°C but the SCALE implementation makes the quotation shorter (elimination of a constant). Even

though SCALE 4 is based on ARH-600 equations, the problem does not seem to be as bad as indicated

by IRSN for the Pre-Iso method and by the large deviations in some of the ARH-600 handbook values

from what is believed to be correct values. The reason is that the IRSN Pre-Iso method was based on

an early release of the ARH-600 Handbook. The ARH-600 equation was revised 1972 or earlier.

SCALE 5 method for nuclide densities in solutions 

The Pitzer method [90-91] has been introduced in SCALE 5, replacing the ARH-600 method as a

built-in function. The method appears to be a significant improvement over the previous method,

allowing for a wider range of temperatures. It may be adapted to other solutions and to other actinides

than uranium and plutonium. However, the final evaluation leading to this report showed a significant

problem in the implementation of the Pitzer method in SCALE 5. 

SCALE 5 seems to work properly with a UNH-solution at the tropical temperature of 300K but

at a room temperature (for participants in this study and for typical users of SCALE) of 293K, the code

tells the user that any concentration over 1 001 g U/l is not acceptable because it is higher than the

value that corresponds to the crystal density of the material. This is interesting since ORNL particularly

emphasizes the maximum concentration 1 296 g U/l for 293K in their contribution [52] to the study.

The first EMS contribution from early 2001 also found this maximum. Both contributions were based

on SCALE 4. All SCALE 5 calculations for solutions were made at a temperature of 300K. The real

crystal density should be about 1330 g U/l.

Recently, SCALE 5 was shown to give incorrect information on crystal densities also for PuNH.

This time the temperature was 298K, the temperature for which the density parameters are best known.

The comparison of methods later in this Appendix will give even more recent results. The ORNL

developers [53] have expressed their intent of changing the solution applications in SCALE 5.1 to make

inappropriate use of those options more difficult. The Pitzer method is not the problem. 

MCNP5 method for nuclide densities in solutions 

The nuclide densities for MCNP5, for the reference value calculations made by EMS, were based

on SCALE 5 calculations. The temperature for solutions was 293K (room temperature) for all materials
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except UNH-solutions with low-enriched uranium for which the temperature was set to 300K. The

reason is described above under SCALE 5 methods. The nuclide densities for MCNP5 were determined

with SCALE 5 before SCALE 5 was used to calculate reference values. 

IPPE method for nuclide densities in solutions 

In their new results reported in 2004, IPPE used simple volume mixing of the two solution

ingredients hydrated actinide nitrate crystals (salt) and water. This seems to be a simple and usually

better method than most others, at least for solutions without acidity. 

Nuclide densities – A comparison of methods

The methods described here all have limitations in their applicability. The following methods are

compared, usually without giving their limitations:

•

The IRSN isopiestic law as implemented in CRISTAL.

•

The IRSN “Pre-Iso” method used before the isopiestic law. 

•

Leroy & Jouan method for uranium used at IRSN before the isopiestic law.

•

The ARH-600 equations from the handbook. Used in SCALE before release 5.

Note: The curves for UNH in Section III.B of the handbook are not based on these equations.

•

The equations used in the CMC code to prepare input for MONK.

•

SCALE 4.0 (based on ARH-600 handbook)

•

SCALE 5.0 based on new Pitzer method. Three temperatures: 293K, 298K and 300K.

•

Moeken’s equation for uranium used for the Japanese handbooks.

•

Maimoni’s equation for plutonium described in the Japanese handbooks.

•

Sakurai’s equation for plutonium described in the Japanese handbooks.

•

IPPE’s simple method of mixing actinide nitrate crystals with water.

The crystal density for UNH is 2.807 g/cm

3

. This is based on uranium with natural uranium. Serco

reports a density of 2.79 g/cm

3

for UNH with uranium containing 100% 

235

U. The corresponding

uranium density is 1.33 g/cm

3

. 

The crystal density for PuNH is 2.9 g/cm

3

. This is based on plutonium with 100% 

239

Pu. The

corresponding plutonium concentration is 1.20 g/cm

3

. The 1972 revised ARH-600 equation takes the

plutonium isotopes into account.

The IPPE-ABBN93 method has been taken as a reference for difference comparisons. The reason

is not that it is better but because it is simple and is shown to be a reasonable approximation. It also

shows the volume change due to the solution properties. The isopiestic law has been validated over all

of the solubility range and will be the primary reference for validation purposes. The IPPE and the

extended isopiestic methods are the only ones that give correct values for crystal form material. 
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The specifications of the specified fissionable systems were maybe not clear enough. From a

chemist’s point of view, information about solutions was requested. The crystal or precipitated forms

are not really solutions. To the criticality safety specialists, the request is seen differently. Two steps are

required. The first step is to determine the most dangerous form of the material and second to determine

the associated reference values. 

Homogeneity and uniformity are required so, e.g. a model with precipitation on the walls with

solution in the centre is not considered. However, crystallisation (precipitation) and mixtures of crystals

with other materials (e.g. undissolved U

3

O

8

) must be considered in a safety assessment. The only

materials that are specified here are the salt (crystals) and water.

IRSN has used a homogeneous, uniform combination of solution and crystals for the high-density

region. This appears to be a possible but maybe unlikely mixture. IPPE has assumed a homogeneous,

uniform combination of crystals and water over the whole density range. This is even less probable, but

the approximation appears to be reasonable for zero acidity and room temperature. It is correct for the

precipitated form and probably close to that density. 

Other contributions, including handbooks, don’t seem to address the concentrations above the

solubility limit or outside the limit of applicability of the density equations, correctly. This is usually a

user responsibility, not a computer code system error. However, it is important that the documentation

and code output helps the user to realise the method limitations and to see what is actually being

calculated. The SCALE developers are planning a change in version 5.1 to prevent calculations at

densities above the solubility limit [53]. This is a reasonable solution since the user can mix a saturated

solution and crystals or any other combination that the user finds of interest.

Some of the equations given by the contributors involve actinide concentration in the solution

while other equations involve H/X ratio. It would be easy to convert all H/X ratios to concentrations or

vice versa and include the results in a single table. This has not been done.

The range of concentrations corresponding to all the reference systems has been included using

orange markers in some of the figures.
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Table K3.   H/U versus uranium concentration for UNH

1

SCALE 5 crystal density at 989 gU/l, 293K (20ºC, room temperature).

2

SCALE 5 crystal density at 1 179 gU/l, 298K (25ºC, common reference temperature).

3

SCALE 5 crystal density at 1 276 gU/l, 300K (27ºC, default temperature in SCALE 5).

4

Real crystal density: 1 330 gU/l for natural uranium.
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Figure K1.   H/U versus uranium concentration for UNH 

Figure K2.   Differences: H/U versus uranium concentration for UNH 

Difference to volume fractions

Relationship H/U to concentration
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Table K4.   Total density versus uranium concentration for UNH 

1

SCALE 5 crystal density at 989 gU/l, 293K (20ºC, room temperature).

2

SCALE 5 crystal density at 1 179 gU/l, 298K (25ºC).

3

SCALE 5 crystal density at 1 276 gU/l, 300K (27ºC).

4

Real crystal density: 1 330 gU/l.
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Figure K3.   Total density versus uranium concentration for UNH 

Figure K4.   Differences: Total density versus uranium concentration for UNH 

Difference to volume fractions

U concentration versus total UNH density
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Table K5.   H/Pu versus plutonium concentration for PuNH 

1

SCALE 5 crystal density at 989 gU/l, 293K (20ºC, room temperature).

2

SCALE 5 crystal density at 1 179 gU/l, 298K (25ºC, common reference temperature).

3

SCALE 5 crystal density at 1 276 gU/l, 300K (27ºC, default temperature in SCALE 5).

4

Real crystal density: 1 330 gU/l for natural uranium.
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Figure K5.   H/Pu versus plutonium concentration for PuNH 

Figure K6.   Differences: H/Pu versus plutonium concentration for PuNH 

Difference to volume fractions

Relationship H/Pu to concentration
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Table K6.   Total density versus plutonium concentration for PuNH 

1

SCALE 5 crystal density at 747.14 g Pu/l, 293K (20ºC, room temperature).

2

SCALE 5 crystal density at 743.6 g Pu/l, 298K (25ºC, common reference temperature).

3

SCALE 5 crystal density at 742.1 g Pu/l, 293K (27ºC, default temperature in SCALE 5).

4

Real crystal density is at 1 201 g Pu/l for 

239

Pu.
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Figure K7.   Total density versus plutonium concentration for PuNH 

Figure K8.   Differences: Total density versus plutonium concentration for PuNH 

Difference to
volume fractions

Pu concentration versus total PuNH density



Figure K9.   Enlarged differences: H/U versus uranium concentration for UNH 

Figure K10.   Enlarged differences: UNH density versus uranium concentration

Difference to
volume fractions

Difference to volume fractions
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Figure K11.   Enlarged differences: H/Pu versus uranium concentration for PuNH 

Figure K12.   Enlarged differences: PuNH density versus plutonium concentration 
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Sensitivity of reference values to variations in density methods 

The comparison above shows that there are significant differences between different density

methods for solutions. Some of the differences are above the solubility limits but even within the

soluble range the differences are often significant.

The comparison of best-estimate values from different contributors sometimes seems to mirror the

differences due to the density methods. IRSN has demonstrated [39-40, 60, 89] how large the

differences can be for some methods and reference systems. To get more information, some SCALE 5

calculations were made to see the sensitivity to an increase of water content while keeping the actinide

density (not concentration!) the same. 

The water increase is 1% of the total density (solution, crystal or mixture solution/crystal). This

is done in SCALE 5 by adding the 1% as water to create a mixture with the previous solution. The

sensitivities calculated are limited to volume systems for all UNH enrichments and for PuNH with the

isotope distributions 100 and 71/17/11/1. The temperatures are 300 K for UNH and 293 K for PuNH.

A search gives the critical radius. 

An exception is made for U(3)NH since the SCALE 5 output shows that the optimum

concentration corresponds to a crystal molecule. In this case it would not be adequate to add water

(over-moderated when solid). Rather the error in density corresponds to a total density increase in the

crystal material. 

The critical volume for the real U(3)NH crystal density 2.807 g/cm

3

is calculated as 378.2 litres.

For 293 K, SCALE 5 gives a crystal density at a total density of 2.2285 g/cm

3

. This is very far from

the real density of 2.807 g/cm

3

. Next version of SCALE 5 will change this information.

It is important to recognize that an overestimation of the density of a solution at a fixed actinide

concentration leads to an over-estimation of k

eff

for geometry control and probably for mass. For mass

it is not obvious since an optimum mass system is over-moderated, the extra water reduces the leakage.

For concentration control as measured in g/cm

3

or g/l there is no leakage and additional water will

increase absorption, leading to an underestimation of k

eff

. The limiting value will change. If the

concentration is instead measured as the H/X moderation ratio, it will retain the same limiting value.
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Some comments to nuclide density comparisons

The most dramatic discrepancies are shown but are not really clear enough in the figures and

tables. SCALE 5 tells the user that the crystal density for uranium in UNH is very strongly dependent

on the temperature and is below 1000 g U/l for UNH at room temperature and 1276 g/l for the SCALE

default temperature 300K. For plutonium, the temperature dependence is not so strong but the crystal

densities are much lower; at 293K it is only 743 g Pu/l for PuNH.

Too low crystal densities could be dangerous in a safety evaluation where crystals are assumed to

be mixed with other materials. An example is when the crystals are mixed with water and U

3

O

8

that has

not been dissolved. The credibility of these arguments has not been considered but it must be

recognised that the codes are used to solve problems that are often approximations of real or potential

situations. 

At zero actinide density and no acidity, the solution should be identical to pure water. The density

is about 0.9982, depending on the temperature. The Moeken equation starts with a density of 1.017 g/l

which explains the over-estimation of the overall density in the first part of the curve. 

The other boundary is the crystal density which is quite well known. It is a very important value

that all methods should be able to handle, unless they are explicitly excluded from such applications.

The Japanese Handbook [24] clearly limits the range of applicability for the Sakurai equation to far

below the saturation limits. Even so it appears to be quite good (compared with the isopiestic law) for

plutonium systems all over the concentration range.

The ARH-600 equation and the SCALE 4.0 densities for plutonium are essentially identical. This

is no surprise since SCALE 4.0 uses an equation from ARH-600. For uranium, there are differences

between the ARH-600 H/U ratio equation results and the SCALE 4.0 H/U ratios. The corresponding

densities are identical. A reason may be that the ARH-600 equations are not completely consistent with

each other. 

The MONK densities appear to be overestimated for plutonium. However, it is not clear that this

corresponds to the calculations. The information about the MONK density calculations is very short

and contains errors. Maybe there is an editorial error in the equation (though repeated several times).

There are several other trends and they need to be considered in the overall validation of the

reference values. This verification effort is only directed towards non-acid solutions and mixtures.

Consideration of acidity, temperature variations and other parameters may change the conclusions

about the methods completely.
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